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We present a semiclassical interpretation of the time-reversal spin interference (SI) observed in the square loop
arrays made of In0.53 Ga0.47 As quantum wells [T. Koga et al., Phys. Rev. B 74, 041302 (2006)]. The simulated
amplitude of SI as a function of the Rashba parameter α captured characteristic features in the experimental
results if γ  8 eV Å3 is assumed for the bulk Dresselhaus spin-orbit constant γ . Our work proves the validity of
the semiclassical approach to predict the effect of time-reversal quantum interference in mesoscopic systems and
the values of the spin-orbit coefficients recently deduced from the weak localization/antilocalization experiment.
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Introduction. The emerging field of spintronics1 has attracted much interest in the past decades. Among various
aspects of spintronics, tremendous attention has been paid
to the symmetry-breaking electric fields that lead to the gatecontrollable spin-orbit interactions (SOIs).2–4 The applications
of these include the spin field-effect transistor,5 spin interference in mesoscopic rings6–10 or a qubit gate,11 and the nonmagnetic resonant tunneling spin filter.12 Recently, it is also suggested that these gate-controlled SOIs provide ingredients for
the Majorana fermions to form topological qubits13 and induce
the topological gaps in one-dimensional conductors.14 The
SOIs, resulting from the bulk and structural inversion asymmetries, respectively, provide the linear/cubic Dresselhaus terms
and the Rashba term in Hamiltonian,15–17 which are denoted
as HD(1) , HD(3) , and HR , respectively. The explicit forms of
these are HD(1) = β1 {ky σy − kx σx }, HD(3) = β3 {kF cos(3χ )σx +
kF sin(3χ )σy }, and HR = α{ky σx − kx σy },18 where kF is the
Fermi wave number, χ is the azimuthal angle for the in-plane
wave vector k, i.e., ky /kx = tanχ , σx and σy are the Pauli
spin matrices, α, β1 , and β3 are the Rashba parameter and the
linear and cubic Dresselhaus parameters, respectively. In the
effective-mass approximation, α, β1 , and β3 are related to
the more fundamental constants aSO and γ , the intrinsic Rashba
and Dresselhaus spin-orbit constants, respectively, via α =
k2
aSO Ez , β1 = γ (kz2  − 4F ), and β3 = − 14 γ kF2 , where Ez 
is the averaged electric field within the quantum well (QW)
derived from the confinement potential V (z) and kz2  is defined as (z)| − (∂ 2 /∂z2 )|(z).19–22 While the simultaneous
determination of α, β1 , and β3 , equivalently the determination
of aSO and γ , has been a challenge even for a single material
system,23,24 we recently succeeded in extracting these values
for In0.52 Al0.48 As/In0.53 Ga0.47 As(10 nm)/In0.52 Al0.48 As QWs
from the weak localization/antilocalization (WAL) analysis of
magnetoconductance (MC) data at dilution temperatures.21
In this Brief Report, we show that the semiclassical
analysis of the spin interference (SI) effect9,25 observed in
lithographically defined loop array structures also support
1098-0121/2011/84(23)/233305(5)

these parameter values, which in turn support the applicability
of the semiclassical schemes28–31 in the present problem.
The SI effect, also termed as the time-reversal AharonovCasher effect,10,32 denotes the amplitude modulation of the
ballistic analog26,33,34 of the Al’tshuler-Aronov-Spivak (AAS)
oscillation35,36 in the MC of the artificially defined loop array
structures by the external gate voltage. We will test how well
the SI effect observed experimentally9,25 can be described
by the semiclassical consideration, where the channel width
(0.5 μm) of the loops is much larger than the Fermi wavelength
(∼25 nm) so that the electrons retain the two-dimensional
motions within the nanostructures. The reason why we arrayed
the loops in these experiments was to average out quantum
interferences other than the AAS effect.37 The advantage
of square/rectangular shapes for the loops over a circle (or
ring) shape is the possibility of easier separation of the
anisotropic Dresselhaus terms from the isotropic Rashba term
by controlling the aspect ratio of the loops and/or orienting
the sides of the loops in some specific crystallographic
axis.8,25,38,39 Despite the qualitative agreement between the
experimental and theoretical results using an interferometer
model,26 we also pondered on the model’s quality, since the
values of the QW thickness dQW had to be varied typically
by ±10% from the designed value (10 nm) in order to fit the
experimental data.38,39 In the present work, we will show that
quantum interference considerations imposed on all classical
trajectories of electrons within the designed nanostructures,
obtained by the billiard simulations, clearly address these
issues.
Simulation method. We performed ray tracing experiments (billiard simulation) for conduction electrons in twodimensionally extended nanostructures that are identical to
those in experiment (see Fig. 1). An electron, injected from
one of the leads (opened gaps) connecting neighboring loops,
located on the left side of the unit loop structure in Fig. 1,
undergoes a classical ray tracing motion. We varied the initial
condition for the injected electrons (θ , Y0 ) in the range
−90◦ < θ < 90◦ and −150 nm < Y0 < 150 nm (see Fig. 1
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for the definitions of θ and Y0 ). The ranges for θ and Y0
were divided into 14 399 and 59 discrete values with the
steps of 0.0125◦ and 5 nm, respectively, yielding the total
849 541 initial conditions.40 We allowed the particle to enter
the neighboring loops sequentially throughout the extended
two-dimensional (2D) network, although later it turned out
that a similar simulation with an isolated square loop also
reproduced the qualitative features we discuss in the present
work. In each injection of electron, we stop the sequence of
ray tracing when it reaches one of the following conditions:
(1) the particle came back to the initial lead from the right,
(2) the particle came back to the initial lead from the left,
and (3) the cumulative length of the ray tracing experiment
reached some maximum value Lmax , which was set to be 1
mm in the present study, a length longer than, but comparable
to, the estimated phase coherence length (0.5 mm) in a typical
experiment using a dilution refrigerator as discussed below.
For the further interference consideration, we pick out only
the trajectories belonging to (1) above (denoted as “closed
trajectories”). This is because our experimental − σ (B = 0)
vs NS curves [see Ref. 9 or Figs. 2(b)–2(d)], where NS is
the sheet carrier density, are the manifestation of the selfinterference of electron wave function in the closed trajectories
between the time-reversal directions. Here, we reiterate that
σ (B = 0) is the amplitude of the FFT-filtered AAS primary
oscillation (h/2e period) in the electric conductivity, evaluated
at B = 0 relative to the mean value of σ (B) for one oscillation
period.41 We define
 the encircling area S for each closed
trajectory by 12 | r × dr| where r is the position of the
particle during the ray tracing experiment. We note that the
magnetic flux piercing the closed trajectory is given by BS,
which is associated with the Aharonov-Bohm phase.42 Since
we focus our analysis on the primary frequency of the AAS
oscillation (h/2e period), we further screen the trajectories
by the condition 0.5 < S/S0 < 1.5, where S0 = L2 , L being
the side length of the ballistic square loop path as shown in
Fig. 1 (1.8 μm). We note that about 7.2% of the total injected
electrons fell into this final category (61 478 out of 849 541).
The SI amplitude of each closed trajectory is calculated
applying the quantum-mechanical spin rotations Rn
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FIG. 1. Two-dimensionally extended square loop array structure
used in the present simulation. The thick line with an arrow (left
panel) represents an example of electron trajectories. R1 , R10 , and R11
denote the spin rotation operators for each segment of the trajectory
indicated. The values for L, L1 , L2 , L3 , and L4 are, respectively, 1.8,
0.3, 0.1, 1.3, and 0.5 μm.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Simulated spin interference (SI) patterns for the 2D-extended structure shown in Fig. 1. The dashed
(green), solid (red), long-dashed (blue), and dash-dotted (black)
curves denote the results with γ = 0, 4, 8, and 27 eV Å3 , respectively.
The parts that reproduce the experiments shown in (b)–(d) are
indicated by the horizontal bars with arrows at both ends. (b)–(d)
Experimental SI patterns with L = 1.8 μm (Ref. 9). The epiwafers
used in (b)–(d) are, respectively, samples 2, 3, and 4 in Refs. 4 and 9.
The ordinates for (b) and (c) are given on the left and that for (d) is
given on the right side of the graphs. The approximate values of α in
(b)–(d) are given on the top scale linearly correlating α with NS .

sequentially to an initial spin wave function i . For example,
the total spin rotation operator for the path shown in
Fig. 1 is given as Rtot ≡ R11 R10 · · · R1 . Then, the total
spin rotation operator for the time-reversal direction of
the same trajectory is given as (Rtot )−1 . We note that
Rn ≡ exp(− h̄i {HR + HD(1) + HD(3) }tn ) where tn is the time it
takes for an electron to travel through the nth segment of
the given trajectory with length ln , i.e., tn ≡ ln /vF , vF
being the Fermi velocity. Letting F = e−2πi(BS/φ0 ) Rtot i
and R = e2πi(BS/φ0 ) (Rtot )−1 i , where φ0 = he , the intensity
of the wave-function interference is given by 14 |F + R |2 ,
which is essentially the backscattering probability Pbak in the
ballistic SI model for an initial spin state i .26 After averaging
1
|F + R |2 for the initial spin state i over the entire
4
Bloch sphere, assuming that the incident electrons are spin
unpolarized, 14 |F + R |2 retains the form 12 + Acos(2π φBS
),
0 /2
1
2
where A = 4 Tr{Rtot } after some algebra. A, denoted as the SI
amplitude, is an oscillatory function of α, β1 and β3 .
Simulation results. Shown in Fig. 2(a) are the thuscalculated A’s as a function of the Rashba parameter α,
averaged over all 61 478 trajectories, for several selected
values for γ . We note that we weighted A of each trajectory
with cosθ to conserve the phase-space area represented in the
Birkhoff coordinate28 in this calculation. We also note that
the constant values kz2  = 5.8 × 1016 m−2 and kF = 3.88 ×
108 m−1 were used in the calculation.43 We also tried
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exponentially decaying cutoffs in the ray tracing experiment,
multiplying a factor exp(−Ltot /Lcutoff ) to A of each trajectory,
where L
tot is the total ballistic length of the given trajectory
Ltot ≡ n ln , to account for the possible spin and/or phase
relaxations due to the structural imperfections and/or electron
dephasing. However, it turned out that the introduction of
Lcutoff had only a minor effect if Lcutoff > 20 μm, since majority of the 61 478 trajectories had ballistic lengths Ltot smaller
than 20 μm (see Supplemental Material44 ). Hence all the data
presented here were obtained without the exponentially decaying factor. In passing, the ballistic phase coherent length Lφ ≡
vF τφ is estimated to be 0.5 mm in our samples using τφ = 5 ×
10−10 sec, which is obtained from the WAL analysis on nonpatterned samples at dilution temperature (electron temperature
Te ∼ 100 mK).45,46 The same semiclassical simulation was
also performed on a partially chaotic system, replacing the
inner square island in the current structure with a circle island33
having the same area to test possible effects of irregular
motions of electrons on the SI. However, the characteristic
features in the SI patterns were almost unchanged. Further
investigation on this aspect is currently underway.
It is intriguing to compare our simulated SI patterns in
Fig. 2(a) with the experimental counterparts. Our previous
experimental results were replotted in Figs. 2(b)–2(d).9 We
note that the characteristic features in simulation for γ <
8 eV Å3 [see Fig. 2(a)], i.e., the main peak around α = 0,
dips around |α| = 1 × 10−12 eV m, and small peaks around
|α| = 1.4 × 10−12 eV m, were reproduced in experiment. We
also note that the small peaks around |α| = 1.4 × 10−12 eV m
are manifestations of the reentrance phenomena first predicted
for regular quantum dots.30,31 The quantum simulations using
the lattice Green-function method also reproduced the similar
characteristic features in the SI pattern assuming γ = 0.27 Despite the excellent agreement between theory and experiment,
some subtle issues have to be discussed before making our
conclusions. (1) the NS dependences of β1 and β3 were not
taken into account in this simulation and (2) the suggested
values for γ (<8 eV Å3 ) were considerably smaller than the
k · p values for bulk GaAs and InAs (∼25 eV Å3 ).19 While
the former reduces to a trivial issue if γ < 8 eV Å3 , since
the changes in the values of β1 and β3 as a function of NS
becomes negligible relative to that of α, some comment may
be required for the latter. There exists an extensive survey
on the values of γ for GaAs, showing the γ values between
7.6 and 48 eV Å3 ,47 where those in the lower end seem to
be more plausible for GaAs/Al1−x Gax As heterostructures.48
We also performed our semiclassical simulations using wide
parameter ranges for γ , α, and NS , even taking into account
the NS dependences in all the values of α, β1 , and β3 , which
revealed that |α| < 1 × 10−12 eV m−1 and γ < 8 eV Å3 are
the only viable conditions for these parameter values in order
to have large positive SI amplitude observed experimentally
around NS ≈ 2.1 × 1016 m−2 in Fig. 2(c).
In comparing the experimental SI patterns with the simulated ones, we note the direct relevance between Ez  and
N ∗ −N
NS , i.e., Ez  = re0 S 2 S ,19 where r is the relative dielectric
constant (r = 13.1 for In0.53 Ga0.47 As) and NS∗ is the sample
dependent sheet carrier density at which Ez  becomes zero.
The values of aSO m∗ deduced from the WAL analysis were
aSO m∗ /me = (1.46–1.51 × 10−17 NS [m−2 ]) e Å2 ,21 where the
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) The αm∗ vs NS relations obtained by
correlating the peak, node, and dip positions in Figs. 2(b)–2(d) with
those in the curve with γ = 4 eV Å3 in Fig. 2(a). The circle, square,
and diamond symbols represent the values obtained from Figs. 2(b)–
2(d), respectively. The solid curves are the fits discussed in the text.
(b) The electric conductivities σ of the nanofabricated samples (+
symbols) and the electron mobilities μ of nonpatterned epiwafers (×
symbols), as a function of the monitored sheet carrier density NS
using the nonpatterned region.

effective-mass value m∗ /me = 0.047 was used in the present
simulation. In Figs. 2(b)–2(d), we can assign the values of α at
the peak, dip, and node ( σ = 0) positions in the experimental
SI curves from the corresponding positions in one of the
theoretical curves with γ < 8 eV Å3 . Here, we plot the result
using the theoretical curve with γ = 4 eV Å3 in Fig. 3(a)
as a function of NS together with the fits using the above
relations for aSO m∗ and Ez , where we use NS∗ as a fitting
parameter. The values of NS∗ obtained from these fittings were
3.05, 2.07, and 1.24 × 1016 m−2 for samples in Figs. 2(b)–2(d),
respectively. A similar analysis on the α vs NS relations
for a bare Hall bar sample from the WAL measurements
revealed NS∗ = 2.2, 1.24, and 0.5 × 1016 m−2 for the same
respective epiwafers. The discrepancy in the values of NS∗
here between the nanofabricated samples and the bare Hall
bars is probably due to the shift in the actual carrier density
in the nanostructured region of the sample from that of the
nonpatterned region even under the same gate voltage, where
the values of NS were always monitored in the nonpatterned
region of the sample.9 In this respect, the conductivities
σ of the nanostructured samples and the mobilities μ of
the nonpatterned samples were plotted as a function of the
monitored NS for all samples in Fig. 3(b). We find that the NS
value at which σ vanishes is shifted to a lower value from that at
which μ vanishes by about 1 × 1016 m−2 . We believe that this
shift is also partially related to the observed shift in the value
of NS∗ between the patterned and nonpatterned samples, while,
more exactly, different mechanisms should be responsible for
diminishing σ and μ, i.e., gate pinching-off of the constricted
parts in the nanostructures for diminishing σ and the gate depletion and increased scattering of the conduction carriers for
diminishing μ.
Conclusions. We performed semiclassical billiard simulations on nanofabricated square loop array structures made
of In0.53 Ga0.47 As quantum wells to understand the observed
time-reversal spin interference (SI) phenomena. We found
that the necessary requirement for the value of the bulk
Dresselhaus constant γ , for the simulated SI curves to agree
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with the experimental counterparts, is γ < 8 eV Å3 , which is
considerably smaller than the k · p value of 25 eV Å3 . The
peak and dip positions in the reentrant experimental SI curves
were predicted very accurately by our semiclassical simulations using aSO m∗ /me = (1.46–1.51 × 10−17 NS [m−2 ]) e Å2
for the values of the intrinsic Rashba constant, the values
deduced from the separate weak localization/antilocalization
experiment.21 We conclude that our work addressed the
powerfulness of the semiclassical approach to predict the
mesoscopic phenomena, especially the time-reversal quantum

corrections to the electric conductance in nanostructured
devices.
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